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Russian Antiwar 
Music in American 
Perspective
Dr. Robert F. Baumann

In 2020, less than two years before the 
Russian invasion of Ukraine, author Valeria 
Cherepenchuk published a history of Russian 

rock titled Khedlainery russkogo roka (Headliners of 
Russian Rock). In it, she presents band biographies 
of the twenty most significant bands and their most 
memorable recordings since the twilight of the 
Soviet Union. Several groups launched their ca-
reers under Soviet rule and endured pressure if not 
cancellation from government censors, since rock 
music was officially frowned upon until the last few 
years of the regime. Of the twenty bands cited in 
this work, almost all were still active when Vladimir 
Putin’s invasion of Ukraine began. A few even en-
joyed his personal acclaim, which made subsequent 
events a little more surprising. Remarkably, a clear 
majority of the bands noted in Cherepenchuk’s book, 
or at least their headlining performers, have come 
out unequivocally against the invasion and made 
themselves persona non grata in the country where 
they earned their fame. Antiwar music has become 
their principal medium of political protest against 
the actions of the regime.

The visible lack of support from such a large number 
of prominent recording artists has been more than an 
embarrassment for Putin’s presidency. Because musicians 
enjoy a large audience among draft-age young Russian 
men, their views are highly problematic for the regime, 
which has responded by effectively banning some bands 
from performing in Russia. A domestic culture war has 
emerged within the “Russian world” and given the severi-
ty of Putin’s response, it has him worried.

Tradition of Rock Music and Protest
In larger perspective, antiwar music has a ro-

bust tradition both in the United States and Russia. 
Nearly all Americans over age sixty remember anti-
war music of the Vietnam War era, and most Russian 
citizens over fifty can remember something about 
protest music in the closing stages of the Soviet war in 
Afghanistan. Particularly in the Soviet case, many of 
the songs focused on the plight of veterans, who like 
their American counterparts in Vietnam, had returned 
to a country did not (initially at least) widely appre-
ciate their sacrifices. A recent resurgence in Russian 
antiwar music following the invasion of Ukraine invites 
a closer inspection of points of comparison in the two 
national musical traditions. Of particular interest in 
this article are key themes of songs associated with 
antiwar political positions, the extent to which antiwar 
music entered the cultural mainstream, and the degree 
of tolerance (or lack thereof) of antiwar music by those 
in political power. 

Since Putin’s lockdown of Russian society, which ac-
celerated quickly once public dissent brought protesters 
into the streets, it is easy to forget that for most of the 
past three decades, Russia has maintained a relatively 
open atmosphere if one stayed out of politics. Members 
of Russia’s cultural elite drew not only from local tra-
ditions but also traveled widely and mixed freely with 
artists from other countries. They became more cosmo-
politan and better informed about the world than most 
of their compatriots. They often performed (and some 
resided) outside of Russia wherever there was a signif-
icant diaspora of Russian speakers—Putin’s so-called 
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“Russian world.” Prior to the invasion of Ukraine, songs 
that opposed war in an abstract sense were tolerated 
and performers did not face government interference. 
Perhaps because it was achieved so easily, Russia’s 
annexation of Crimea in 2014 generated little protest 
and much public support. Many Russians felt that the 
inclusion of Crimea in the Ukrainian Republic during 
the Soviet era had been arbitrary and ignored historical 
ties. Therefore, the return of Ukraine to Russia—even 
if illegally executed—seemed justifiable. Since then, 
however, the political context has changed sharply.

Immediately following the massive incursion of 
Russian forces into Ukraine on 24 February 2022, 
numerous Russian celebrities, especially musicians, 
expressed concerns about the war in Ukraine. Nearly 
all had often performed there and enjoyed an enthu-
siastic following. Meanwhile, although the criticism 

of the war has often been indirect or implicit, voicing 
opposition to war in general without explicit reference 
to Ukraine has nonetheless angered the Putin adminis-
tration. What has become clear is that because the war 
has gone so badly, Putin’s regime is extremely sensi-
tive about any manifestations of dissent. The Russian 
government has resolved to censor any musical group, 
blogger, journalist, or political activist whose perspec-
tive does not align with officially prescribed “messag-
ing” about the war. In fact, almost anything less than 
full-throated support for the “special operation” has 
been labeled treasonous. 

In a speech on 16 March 2022, Putin openly called 
for ridding Russian society of dissident elements: “The 
Russian people will be able to distinguish true patriots 
from scum and traitors and simply spit them out like 
a midge that accidentally flew into their mouths—spit 

Yuri Shevchuk (center), frontman of the Russian rock band DDT, performs his song “Yedu ya na Rodinu” [I’m Going to My Homeland] at a 
rally 4 February 2012 at Bolotnaya Square in Moscow. Shevchuk’s comments to the audience during an 18 May 2022 concert in Ufa, Russia, 
prompted misdemeanor charges against him for his opposition to the war in Ukraine. The singer said, “The motherland is not the president’s 
ass that one must lather and kiss all the time … People are being killed in Ukraine, our boys are also dying there. For what? What are the 
goals, friends? Again, the youth is being killed—Russia’s youth and Ukraine’s youth. Old people, women and children are also dying. For 
what? For some Napoleonic plans of the next Caesar? Is that it?” (Photo courtesy of Bogomolov.PL via Wikimedia Commons)
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them on the pavement. I am convinced that such a nat-
ural and necessary self-purification of society will only 
strengthen our country and our solidarity, cohesion, 
and readiness to respond to any challenges.”1

Putin has insisted that Russia is fighting a defensive 
war, almost as if Ukraine had invaded Russia instead of 
the other way around. Thus, the Russian government 
has glossed over the decision to go to war in its attempt 
to frame support of the war as sticking up for “our 

boys.” Notably, as the annual Victory Day celebration 
approached in May 2022, one slogan among others was 
“we don’t abandon our own.” Of course, this side steps 
entirely inconvenient questions about who sent them 
or whether they had any choice in the matter or wheth-
er they would prefer to come home. There were many 
reports in the Western press (CNN, BBC, Washington 
Post, and so on) after the invasion began that Russian 
soldiers had been completely misinformed about the 
true conditions in Ukraine, the feelings of the local 
population, and the probable level of resistance. 

In the meantime, Russian television stations, social 
media networks, scholarly periodicals, and semiofficial 
civil institutions such as the Russian Military-Historical 
Society have immersed the population in prowar nar-
ratives daily. They relentlessly describe the war as an 
existential struggle to save Russian civilization against 
Western aggression and maintain that Russia is saving 
Ukraine from the clutches of a hegemonic America.

Aggressive Russian censorship, enforced by means 
of the criminalization of almost any expression of 
dissent, has effectively stifled the dissemination of alter-
native perspectives in the public square. However, the 
persistence of many members of Russia’s cultural elite 
in challenging the official line has exasperated Putin. 
Most have availed themselves of the ability to travel 
abroad and have reluctantly accepted the painful fact 
that their de facto exile may be protracted. In turn, 
Putin’s government has generally depicted them as 

traitorous, as well as spoiled and out of touch with the 
feelings of true patriotic Russians. It does appear to be 
true that most ordinary Russians support the war at 
least passively, according to the rather suspect polling 
that has been available. Nevertheless, volunteers to ac-
tually go and fight in Ukraine have hardly been beating 
down the doors at military recruiting centers.

Recent events suggest opinion is slowly trending 
away from support for the war. Since Putin’s so-called 

partial mobilization in September, alarm has quickly 
spread in the public sphere, and the music is keeping 
pace. On 25 November, Putin felt it necessary to stage a 
meeting with mothers of 
Russian soldiers to express 
his empathy over their 
suffering. Of course, in a 
carefully controlled setting 
with a handpicked group 
of mothers, he faced no 
pushback. He assured the 
mothers that their sons 
had not died in vain but as 
heroes and patriots fight-
ing for a noble cause.2 

The exploitation of 
patriotic messaging has 
been a tool of choice for 
the regime. Since the 
beginning of the twen-
ty-first century, which 
coincided with the start 
of Putin’s first term as 
president, the government 
has steadily cultivated a 
sense of xenophobia that 
left no middle ground 
between total endorse-
ment of Putin’s policies 

The persistence of many members of Russia’s cultural elite 
in challenging the official line has exasperated Putin. Most 
have availed themselves of the ability to travel abroad 
and have reluctantly accepted the painful fact that their 
de facto exile may be protracted.
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and treason. This has provided the psychological lever 
to prevent Russians from listening to dissenting voices 
that question both the morality and sanity of the war. 
In a rational democratic culture, there is room to 
consider whether a war is necessary or actually harmful 
to the national interests, as well as whether its pursuit 
is consistent with ethical standards, international law, 
and so on. Of course, unanimity on such questions is 
impossible to achieve and there is still debate in the 
United States about how best to express patriotic dis-
sent. There is no such dialogue in Russia. Today, Russia 

is more Orwellian than rational.
To put this in historical context, it is useful to com-

pare Russian antiwar music to that of the United States 
during the Vietnam War. The American debates over 
the righteousness of the Vietnam war bear a limited 
likeness to the terms of Russian dialog today. By 1967, 
Americans were choosing sides and a generational split 
emerged. The generation that fought and won World 
War II tended to view war as demanding total support 
whatever the consequences. Bumper stickers ex-
claiming “My Country Right or Wrong” reflected this 
viewpoint that circumvented the question of what best 
served American interests. Of course, the Vietnam and 
Ukraine wars differ in a host of ways but are similar in 
the sense that they hinged on policy decisions based on 
specific ideological views of the world. 

In other words, these wars were not a response to a 
direct attack on the homeland by a hostile power (de-
spite baseless claims by Putin’s ideologists that an attack 
by NATO was just a matter of time). In such cases, 
public support depends to some extent on the credibility 
of the government’s justification for the call to sacrifice. 
Whereas it took years for protest against the Vietnam 
War to reach critical mass, Putin has managed to reach a 
crisis point within months. In each case, conscription or 
mobilization was a driving factor. During the Vietnam 
War, it was the draft that amplified misgivings about 
America’s purpose and whether the sacrifices demanded 

were proportional to the threat of a communist take-
over of the south. Accordingly, it was President Richard 
Nixon’s decision to end the draft that lowered the polit-
ical temperature in the country and bought him time to 
begin a withdrawal of American forces. 

In Russia’s case, concerns about mobilization first 
surfaced several months into the war as the reality 
dawned that it would not be the short, victorious en-
deavor initially promised. Particularly since his “partial 
mobilization” in September, Russia’s disjointed at-
tempts to invent a defensive narrative, such as invoking 

factually ridiculous comparisons to the Nazi invasion 
of World War II, suggest just how fragile the rationales 
for “wars of choice” can be once things do not go well.

Enter Antiwar Music
Even before U.S. involvement in Vietnam, concerns 

about war or the risk of a Cold War turning hot found 
expression in American music. In the 1950s and early 
1960s, generic antiwar songs found a home chiefly 
among folk singers who, despite growing popularity, 
did not command center stage in America’s domestic 
entertainment industry. Still, with the emergence of 
popular performers such as The Kingston Trio; Peter, 
Paul, and Mary; Bob Dylan; Joan Baez, and songs such 
as “Where Have all the Flowers Gone?” (written by 
Pete Seeger, who also recorded it) gained an audience. 
At the time, they aroused little controversy, in part be-
cause they were catchy and offered poetic lyrics vague 
enough to be inoffensive.3 

By 1967, following President Lyndon Johnson’s 
escalation of U.S. forces in Vietnam to over half a 
million, antiwar lyrics slowly found their way into pop 
and rock music. One musical milestone that reflected 
America’s misgivings about the war was “Requiem 
for the Masses” by The Association. Composed by the 
group’s own Terry Kirkman, the song is not widely re-
membered today because it was neither among the first 
or the last, nor the most outspoken antiwar tunes. Yet, 

Whereas it took years for protest the Vietnam War to 
reach critical mass, Putin has managed to reach a crisis 
point within months. In each case, conscription or mobi-
lization was a driving factor. 
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looking back through the prism of this author’s person-
al memories, it did anticipate a cultural tipping point. 
The Association was one of America’s most commer-
cially successful bands of the period from 1966 to 1969 
with three hits reaching number one on the pop charts. 
Moreover, with their versatility on display through 
tight vocal harmonies and memorable melodies to go 
along with the drums and electric guitars, they had 
broad demographic appeal both generationally and 
regionally. In short, their music resonated with a large, 
diverse audience. Considered in that light, taking on a 

hotly controversial subject was a bold step and poten-
tially risky. Just a year before “The Ballad of the Green 
Berets,” a fervently patriotic and Vietnam War-friendly 
piece performed by Sgt. Barry Sadler, took the coun-
try by storm and sat atop the song rankings for a full 
month.4 Yet, the atmospherics in America were chang-
ing at a breathtaking pace.

On 8 October 1967, The Association performed 
“Requiem for the Masses” live on the nationally popu-
lar Smothers Brothers television program. Specializing 
in political satire and irreverently funny social com-
mentary, it raised touchy topics from war to women’s 
liberation to race relations in what had heretofore been 
the politics-free “safe space” of evening prime time in 
America’s living rooms. The Association’s performance 
was still months before the 1968 Tet Offensive and 
CBS News anchor Walter Cronkite’s famous on-air 
remarks questioning the course of the war.5 It was only 
days before Sen. Eugene McCarthy of Minnesota, a for-
mer college professor, made the stunning decision in a 
private meeting to take up the cause of ending the war 
by challenging Johnson for the Democratic nomination 
in the upcoming presidential campaign.6 By March 
1968, recognizing a groundswell of opposition, Johnson 
shocked the country and announced on the eve of the 

much-anticipated Wisconsin primary election show-
down that he would not seek reelection.

To be sure, Kirkman’s lyrics were more allegorical 
than explicit, but everyone understood. Regardless of 
their position on the Vietnam War, people got the mes-
sage: “Blue was the color of the morning sky, He saw 
looking up from the ground where he died, It was last 
thing ever seen by him.”7 Above all, the song expressed 
deep empathy for courageous young soldiers even as it 
raised doubt about the human toll of war. It engaged 
but did not lecture. It was not partisan, and while it 

made some citizens uncomfortable, most did not per-
ceive it to be unpatriotic. Still, it addressed the implicit 
question about the price of war and aptly reflected that 
conflicted moment in the American psyche.

Of course, within a couple years, mirroring the 
splintering of the antiwar movement in general, a new 
wave of more numerous and stridently confrontation-
al songs began washing over the country, especially 
across its college campuses. Acts that were a good deal 
edgier, ranging from Jimi Hendrix (“Machine Gun”) 
to the band Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young (“Ohio”), 
essentially declared a culture war against “the estab-
lishment.”8 Angry protesters besieged the White House 
and heckled politicians as well as returning soldiers 
and marines at airports. Civility hit a low ebb when 
it came to the war. All in all, the late Vietnam War 
era was the most divisive period in modern American 
politics. And yet, in stark contrast to the Putin regime, 
neither a Democratic administration under Johnson 
nor a Republican administration under his successor 
Richard Nixon seriously entertained the notion of 
using governmental authority to silence musicians who 
were bearers of oppositional messages. (This is not to 
say that they never used their presidential platform to 
discredit opponents of the war.) 

In stark contrast to the Putin regime, neither a Demo-
cratic administration under Johnson nor a Republican 
administration under his successor Richard Nixon se-
riously entertained the notion of using governmental 
authority to silence musicians who were bearers of op-
positional messages. 
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Today, antiwar 
music in Russia also 
reflects a spectrum of 
approaches, although 
the political tone 
of iconic bands like 
B-2, Time Machine, 
Aquarium, or Splean 
perhaps more re-
sembles that of The 
Association than 
groups that followed a 
couple years later. B-2 
(Bee-dva in Russian) 
recorded several 
songs that were subtly 
critical of militarism 
years before the 2022 
invasion of Ukraine 
but did not arouse the 
ire of the state. Once 
the war began, the 
stakes climbed rapidly. 
As numerous Russian cultural figures proclaimed their 
disapproval, Putin’s government moved aggressively to 
silence and brand opposition as traitorous. 

Until that point, the unapologetically confrontational 
female punk band Pussy Riot occupied the undisputed 
place of honor on the fringe of Russian protest music. 
The group’s slightly scandalous anti-Putin protests in an 
Orthodox cathedral in Moscow and at the 2018 World 
Cup hosted by Russia caught public attention well before 
the current war began. Members did jail time. Now 
unable to perform at home, the band recently told Putin 
to “jump into hell” at a concert in Canterbury.9

In contrast to Pussy Riot, most of the recently 
banned Russian performers have long enjoyed broad 
popularity within the mainstream of Russian society. 
B-2 even performed at the Kremlin in 2017 and was not 
actively looking for a quarrel with the regime. Although 
the band was first formed in Belarus in 1988, lead vo-
calist Egor “Leva” Botnik and lead guitarist Aleksandr 
“Shura” Uman have spent a lot of time living abroad. 
Still, Russia and the “Russian world” constitute their 
main audience. Following the Ukraine invasion, they 
aroused the disapproval of Russian authorities when 
they declined to perform in front of a prowar banner at 

a spring concert. Then, having lost scheduled concerts in 
Russia, they crossed the threshold into open dissent by 
releasing a studio recording of the protest song “Lullaby” 
(“Колыбельная” in Russian). To be accurate, there 
is no explicit reference to Ukraine, but unmistakable 
clues appear throughout the song, both in the lyrics and 
music video.10 Notably, the world premier live concert 
performance of “Lullaby” took place abroad in Tashkent, 
Uzbekistan, on 27 September 2022. The music resonat-
ed with the predominantly Russian audience, some of 
whom had just departed their home country in response 
to Putin’s “partial mobilization.” 

Unlike The Association, who endured only mild 
blowback for its performance of “Requiem for the 
Masses,” Russian groups and singers expressing reserva-
tions about the invasion of Ukraine have become exiles, 
vulnerable to arrest in Russia and unable to perform in 
major venues there. Still, due to their huge popularity 
among the under forty-five crowd in Russia, they are 
likely to have an impact among the very age demo-
graphic Putin needs to fight his war. 

Then again, some of the aging rockers who have de-
nounced the war are of Putin’s own generation. Andrei 
Makarevich (age sixty-eight), long-time lead singer 
for the venerable rock group Time Machine (Mashina 

Pussy Riot released a video titled “Мама, не смотри телевизор” [Mama, Don’t Watch TV] in December 
2022 protesting the war in Ukraine, Russian censorship, and the West “sponsoring” the regime through 
buying oil and gas from Russia. The video came ten months after Russia invaded Ukraine. It describes Vlad-
imir Putin’s government as a “terrorist regime” and calls him, his officials, generals, and propagandists “war 
criminals.” In a statement accompanying the release, the group called for Putin to be tried at an international 
tribunal. To view the complete video, visit https://youtu.be/zr0GN2llJaY. (Screenshot from YouTube)

https://youtu.be/zr0GN2llJaY
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vremeni in Russian) has specifically blasted war sup-
porters brandishing the letter “Z,” which has become 
associated with the campaign to conquer Ukraine.11 
He even drew an explicit comparison between the 
invasion of Ukraine and the widely condemned Soviet 
invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968. Time Machine 
has been through this before, having been banned from 
performing for several years by the Soviet regime in the 
early 1980s. In his latest antiwar number, “Where did 
you go Soldier?,” Makarevich examines the fate of those 
young soldiers sent to the war. The last phrase of the 
lyrics reads, “You have been deceived.”12 Meanwhile, it 
is worthy of note that the band has a U.S. concert tour 
lined up for February and March 2023.

Another big name is Boris Grebenshchikov, who 
established the famed group Aquarium (Akvarium) 
in 1972 and recently coproduced the antiwar song 
“Face to Face” with Dave Stewart and Serhii Babkin. 
Notably, the song includes verses in English, Russian, 

and Ukrainian.13 Still another 
prominent instance is that of Yurii 
Shevchuk and the band DDT. 
Russian authorities have canceled 
Shevchuk’s concerts and tied him 
up in legal proceedings for months 
since he criticized the war during 
a concert in Ufa, the capital of 
Bashkortostan, a republic with-
in the Russian Federation. As 
Shevchuk put it, “The motherland, 
my friends, is not the president’s ass 
that has to be slobbered over and 
kissed all the time.” Remarkably, he 
has not sought to leave Russia.14 

Meanwhile in August, Splean, 
one of Russia’s hottest bands when 
the Ukraine war began, also found 
itself canceled in Moscow after 
lead singer Alexander Vasilyev 
expressed sympathy with fellow 
musicians who could no longer per-
form in Russia. During a concert in 
Voronezh on 20 August, Vasilysev 
praised people who “show mercy, 
compassion, humanity, and who 
do not accept cruelty, violence and 
murder.” He then dedicated a per-

formance of his hit “No Exit” (Vykhoda nyet) to his col-
leagues who had departed the country. Fittingly, Splean 
also is now signing up for concerts outside of Russia.15

Shura Uman (left) and Lyova Bortnik, members of the Russian rock band B-2, perform at 
the VTB Ice Palace on 15 February 2018 in Moscow. B-2 (or Bi-2 in Russian, pronounced 
bee-dva) formed in Belarus and has been a force on the Russian rock music scene for over 
twenty years. Hugely popular not only in Russia itself but among Russia’s cultural diaspora 
from Israel to Australia to Europe, the band is not currently welcome to sing in Moscow due 
to its refusal to endorse the war in Ukraine. At a September 2022 concert in Tashkent, Uz-
bekistan, they performed the live debut of their antiwar hit “Lullaby.” (Photo by Reactor691 
via Wikimedia Commons)

“The war between Russia and Ukraine is madness, and those who 
unleashed it are a disgrace to Russia,” said Boris Grebenshikov, front-
man of the Russian rock group Aquarium. (Photo by Ivan Marchuk 
via Wikimedia Commons)
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Yet another band, Mummy Troll (Mumiy Troll), 
appears to be walking a fine line on the Ukraine war, 
though they are listed among artists in opposition to 
the war. Formed in Vladivostok in the 1980s, the group 
has given occasional performances in Russia in 2022 
while announcing the cancellation of other scheduled 
events. They appeared in London in early 2022 but 
postponed a planned a tour of the United States for 
spring 2022, announcing that they would reschedule 
after peace returned to Ukraine. Known for help-
ing produce a silent horror movie and performing in 
wild costumes, the group was active in fundraising to 
fight AIDS in the early 2000s and maintains support 
currently for protection of the endangered Amur tigers 
and leopards in Russia’s far east. The group has given 
concerts in many international venues during the past 
decade and even released an album in English to broad-
en their appeal. In any case, their official website is em-
phatic in calling for an end to the war in Ukraine and 
notes that the group has always tried to unite listeners 
in Russian and Ukraine.16

Prominent female recording artists have also 
incurred the wrath of the Kremlin. Zemfira has 

commanded large 
audiences in Russia 
since 1998. Ethnically 
a Volga Tatar rather 
than a Russian, she is a 
living example of what 
it means to be part of 
the “Russian world.” 
Long a star in Russia, 
she released an antiwar 
video just weeks after 
the invasion of Ukraine 
began. Featuring her 2017 
hit “Don’t Shoot” (Ne 
strelai), the video showed 
footage of the invasion 
and urged Russians “don’t 
be silent.”17 By May, she 
released her third antiwar 
video, titled “Meat,” de-
scribing Russian soldiers 
as cannon fodder.18 At 
a November concert in 
London, she reiterated 

her love for Russia but commented, “Just now my 
country [Russia] is destroying the Ukraine and itself.”19

Diana Arbenina, lead singer of Night Snipers, has 
been equally explicit in her solo performances since 

Russian authorities canceled Splean’s performance at a Moscow festival in August 2022 after the lead 
singer, Aleksandr Vasilyev, dedicated a song to other artists who fled the country following the invasion 
of Ukraine. The Russian government has canceled dozens of performances around the country of artists 
who dared to protest the February invasion 2022 of Ukraine to prevent them from influencing the gen-
eral population and weakening support for the war. (Photo courtesy of the author)

Mumiy Troll (lead singer Ilya Lagutenko shown here) announced in 
March 2022, “We have decided to stop all of our concerts. For more 
than two decades, our work has been to write songs that unite lis-
teners in Russia, Ukraine and other countries …. Peace is needed im-
mediately … We will have to start from scratch. We will seek under-
standing and love through pain and suffering again and again. Maybe 
this music will help to heal …” (Photo courtesy of Mumiy Troll)
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the war began. Like Leva and 
Shura of B-2, she hails origi-
nally from Belarus, entered the 
rock music scene in the 1990s, 
and has made the “Russian 
world” her stage. Using only the 
accompaniment of a pianist, 
her recent antiwar song of 
April 2022 proclaims, “Who 
will answer for the tears of 
children, for the madness of 
adults? The boys are dying like 
snowbirds. Field of the dead, 
don’t look back.”20

Newly emergent female 
artists have also had an impact. 
One soloist, performing under 
the name Liza Ooes (pro-
nounced in Russian with two 
syllabus and sounding like U.S.), 
has broken through in Russia 
just during the past few years 
but now resides in Georgia. 
Singing about the plight of young women in Russia and 
Ukraine alike, she has appealed to her fans to contrib-
ute to relief for Ukrainian refugees.21

Not surprisingly, antiwar music transcends the 
rock genre. Top Russian rapper Oxxxymiron migrated 
to Turkey where he denounced censorship in Russia 
and asserted that tens of millions of Russians oppose 
the war. He also performed at charity concerts to 
raise money for Ukrainian refugees.22 Fellow rapper 
Morgenshtern was an early qualifier for the govern-
ment’s foreign agents (inoagent) list thanks to criticisms 
of the war in his work.23 

Meanwhile, another group dating all the way back 
to the late 1980s, Leg Pain (Nogu svelo), could be char-
acterized as alternative punk. Hugely popular imme-
diately after the fall of the USSR, this band headed 
by Maksim Pokrovsky continues to flourish in the 
twenty-first century. The group lost no time after the 
invasion in putting out two new antiwar songs. One, 
titled “Nam ne nuzhna voina” (“We Don’t Need War”), 
was released as a music video featuring scenes of the 
destruction in Ukraine.24

One of the strange ironies of the war is that the 
music reflects the interconnectedness of Russia and 

Ukraine. Two prominent Ukrainian female antiwar 
soloists, Vera Brezhneva and Svetlana Loboda, were 
until recently popular performers in Russia. Since they 
have spoken out against the war, they are now banned 
in Russia and their music does not even turn up on the 
radio unless it originates across the border. Once a sing-
er for the “girl group” Via Gra, Brezhneva was named 
Russia’s “Woman of the Year” in 2010 by Glamour and 
has four times been selected as “Russia’s sexiest woman” 
by the Russian edition of Maxim.25 Loboda in turn has 
the deeper musical background of the two. She repre-
sented Ukraine in the 2012 Eurovision competition 
and finished a respectable twelfth. Like Brezhneva, she 
is now persona non grata in Russia.26 In fact, Loboda’s 
biggest offense from a Russian viewpoint is her promi-
nent online display of her Ukrainian passport.27

Of course, there is also a flipside in the Ukraine-
Russia relationship. The immensely popular Russian 
female singer and fashion model, Valeria (born Alla 
Iure’evna Perfilova) is a big supporter of Putin. As a 
result, she finds that she is unwelcome in places like 
Ukraine and Latvia, which blacklisted her back in 2015 
following the Russian annexation of Crimea. However, 
like her antiwar counterparts, she has found it possible 

Zemfira, one of Russia’s leading rock artists, released an antiwar music video in March 2022 featur-
ing her 2017 song “Don’t Shoot.” It included footage of Russia invasion of Ukraine as well as antiwar 
protests in Moscow, where an estimated fifteen thousand protestors had been detained. In her 
latest song, “The Meat,” she sings, “It’s spring in the calendar, and in reality—trenches and rockets.” 
And further, “It’s midnight in Mariupol ... I have nightmares every night. What have we come to? 
What are we here for? I will search for the answer for the rest of my life. Pray for me, pray.” (Photo 
by Marina Zakharova via Wikimedia Commons)
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to arrange relatively lucrative concert dates in Central 
Asia.28 Other backers of the war have also had to adjust 
their foreign concert schedules.

Within Russia, several venerable bands, or at least 
their lead performers, have stood by the regime during 
the so-called special military operation. In contrast 
to most of its peers, the Russian rock band Chaif (a 
combination of “chai” [tea] and “Kaif,” an idiom for 
indulgence) has consistently supported Putin’s position 
on Ukraine beginning with the annexation of Crimea 
in 2014. Soloist Vladimir Shakhrin even called out 
Andrei Makarevich in 2015 for his criticism of Russian 
policy. While praising Makarevich as an individual, he 
characterized him as “deluded.”29 Likewise, supporting 
the war via state-sponsored festivals and fundraisers is 
Vladimir Presniakov, lead singer of the popular heavy 
metal group Alisa. He, like Nikolai Noskov of Chaif, 
has lent active support to help integrate refugees from 
the self-proclaimed Lukhansk and Donetsk Republics, 
recently “annexed” by Russia. This serves the official 
narrative by affirming the idea that Russian speakers in 
the Donbas region are victims of Ukrainian aggression. 
Of course, there has been a refugee flow into Russia 
from eastern Ukraine, although that phenomenon 

has at least in part been a 
result of Russian propaganda 
calculated to induce panic. 
Incidentally, both men pro-
duced generic antiwar songs 
in past years but have sup-
ported the government line 
on this war.30 

Following the wave of 
“defections” by entertain-
ers in February, the state 
mobilized its resources to 
create pro-war events. One 
important band that partici-
pated in officially sponsored 
events is Umaturman, for 
years a fixture at Victory 
Day celebrations. The state 
lavished 100 million rubles 
on a series of marathon en-
tertainment festivals featur-
ing various musical genres 
as well as poets and other 
artists in twenty-four cities 

across the country from 14 April to 3 May. Notably, 
all the venues were large provincial cities in Russia’s 
interior, where support for the war is much stron-
ger than in Saint Petersburg or Moscow. Performers 
received unusually large honoraria. A band headed by 
the well-travelled singer-songwriter Sergei Galanin 
earned the most, a payout of 10.5 million rubles.31 

Still, the general trend among Russia’s most famous 
recording artists has not gone well for the regime. 
The biggest affront to Putin occurred in September 
2022, when Russia’s most adored pop icon of all, the 
now slightly vintage soft rock soloist Alla Pugacheva, 
spoke out from abroad in response to the government’s 
designation of her husband Maksim Galkin (a popular 
comedian) as a “foreign agent.” Pugacheva, who received 
an award from Putin himself a few years ago, invited the 
government to add her name to the “foreign agents list.”32 

Fallout related to Galkin and Pugacheva actually 
began months earlier. Pop music star and entertainer 
Philipp Kirkorov crossed the invisible line by accusing 
a Putin ally of sowing division via attacks on fellow 
celebrities who have opted out of supporting the war. 
Kirkorov embroiled himself in a public spat with RT 

Famed Russian singer Alla Pugacheva spoke out against her country’s war in Ukraine on 28 Septem-
ber 2022, saying it has made it a “pariah” nation and that the deaths in the conflict “weigh heavily” 
on Russian citizens. Pugacheva made the remarks in an Instagram post in which she also said she 
wanted to be placed on Russia’s “foreign agent” list two days after her TV presenter/comedian 
husband was designated as such by Moscow. (Photo by Serge Serebro, Vitebsk Popular News via 
Wikimedia Commons)
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commentator Margarita Simonyan over her attack 
on Maksim Galkin, suggesting that he was conceal-
ing his sexual orientation behind his marriage to Alla 
Pugacheva. Galkin had already become a lightning rod 
for speaking out against the invasion of Ukraine and 
departing Russia for Israel with his wife. Kirkorov, who 
had not explicitly criticized the war, suffered cancella-
tions in any case and soon scheduled a performance in 
Tashkent.33 

In another interesting twist, at least a few departed 
musical artists have given private performances inside 
Russia despite their stand on the war. The staunchly 
pro-Kremlin website Tsargrad TV voiced outrage over 
the ability of singer Valeri Meladze to make money 
in Russia despite public cancellations and departing 
the country.34 Incidentally, Meladze also performed in 
Tashkent in the fall. 

Meanwhile, in a few instances, antiwar Russian per-
formers initially had trouble securing concert dates in 
the West just because they are associated with Russia. 

Judging by the frequency of concerts by the summer of 
2022, however, this issue largely passed once their po-
sitions on the war became known. Moreover, Western 
audiences in 2023 will enjoy unprecedented access to 
concerts by many of Russia’s top recording artists of the 
past several decades.

Despite the angry accusations of betrayal emanating 
from the Kremlin and its allies today, few antiwar songs 
by contemporary Russian artists say anything negative 
about soldiers, the army, or the regime. Instead, they 
tend to focus attention on the casualties of war, including 
civilians who find themselves in the path of destruction. 
In contrast to the gradual rise of antiwar music during 
America’s Vietnam War, criticism of the war in Ukraine 
came to a boiling point very quickly. The Russian gov-
ernment’s heavy-handed censorship betrays a conviction 
that by controlling the “messaging” they can maintain 
support for the war. Given the profusion of new antiwar 
songs, many musicians of Russia and the “Russian world” 
remain unconvinced. 
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